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3¼ miles (5 kms)
Easy walk all on country lanes.
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1. Start/Finish at Dutlas notice board ,
turn left to Coed-y-Hendre Mill, Coed
y Hendre and Tyn y Coed farmhouse.
Coed-y-Hendre is, possibly the oldest
dwelling in Llanfair Waterdine. It is a
timber framed house of cruck
construction probably first built in the
14th or 15th century with many
alterations and additions up to the
19th century. Some of the farm
buildings also date back to the 15th
century.
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2. After Tyn-Coed at next crossroads
(signed Cwm Farm ahead) turn right
up the hill. In Spring the wood on
your right is a vibrant blue of bluebells
woods, whilst to your left you can see
down to Cwm Farm and its fishponds .

4. At the T-junction at bottom of a
steep downward hill turn right. Wait
awhile at the gates opposite and take
in the views of the Teme Valley
towards the main village of Llanfair,
and Knighton beyond.
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This is not the legal definitive map. It is a working copy only. For information purposes only.
Llanfair Waterdine walk 3
The Shirehall, Abbey Foregate
Shrewsbury, Shropshire, SY2 6ND

3. Approximately 150 metres before
you get to the dwelling marked
Pen-Llan on the map (and Llanwooley
by its owners) you have the option
to take footpath on right over fields
which re-joins the lane near Upper
Tregodfa. Follow the path through the
stiles and gates and, just after you
pass the back of Upper Tregodfa the
path goes steeply down to re-join the
lane at (6). Otherwise just stay on the
lane.
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5. Follow the lane, ignoring a
turning to your left, past Lower
Tregodfa farm, Upper Tregodfa (6)
believed to date from the 15th century
with many original features inside) ,
the Runnis Chapel and The Runnis
back to your car.

